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Outdoor Rental LED Display-P1.9, P2.6, P2.9, P3.9, P4.8, P5.9

Multiple InstallationLight Weight

Anti-Collision Seamless Connection

High Quality PCB

Easy to Repair Curve Capabilities

Multiple Options



Superior Materials, Excellent Performance

We choose reliable materials, including integrated circuits,

LEDs, wires, power supplies. So the performance in all

aspects is better and lifespan is longer than similar rental

screen products in the market.



Easy to Repair

The receiving card, power supply, and hub card are

built in a control box in the back of the cabinet.

If there is any problem with the LED panel, you can

replace the whole control box in a few seconds. That

greatly reduces the “downtime” during the event.



Light Weight

The die-casting panel is light and strong. The weight of the

panel is only 7.5kg, and the thickness of the panel is only

90mm, ensuring the high quality of the LED video wall and

easy operation.



Seamless Connection

The cabinet is die-casted by high precision CNC

machine, plus dual locks are armed on each side

of the cabinet, which makes the installation more

secure and gapless.



Multiple Installations

Stacking installation: Ground stacking makes

your installation easier and faster during the

events.

Lifting installation: The hanging bar can hang

the cabinets from truss. The light weight of the

cabinet will reduce the physical pressure of the

frame.



Curve Capabilities

Curve connection locks are available to support

the curve from -15° to +15°, which allows users

to choose the flexible shape of the advertising

LED screen. Flat, concave and convex screen

create a strong visual impact.



Multiple Options

We offer most advanced white LED and black

LED for your choice. White LED is now the

most popular led in the outdoor rental market

because of its stability, good performance

and economic price. Meanwhile, black LED

shows higher contrast, richer display colors

and lower power consumption, which has

enormous rental market potential.



Application Fields

To fit every different scene, the giant LED

screen is made up of superior quality

materials with the concise and strong

structure. This product is usually used in:

 Cinemas;

 Stages;

 Advertisements;

 Sports Events.




